Message from the President

Dear Graduate:

We at Sam Houston State University are pleased and honored to share such a wonderful milestone with you today. Your degree represents a significant accomplishment in your life, and I congratulate you on the attainment of this goal.

When you first began your college career, I’m sure you had dreams of what you wanted to achieve. Your degree is tangible evidence of your success in making those dreams reality, and we are happy to have been a part of your education. We hope your association with us will continue, and as an alumnus you will feel the same pride for our university that you felt when you were here as a student.

Your graduation is the beginning of a new and exciting journey into a world filled with glorious opportunities. I urge you to keep alive your love for your alma mater and always remember you are a part of Sam Houston State University, a great name in Texas education.

Sincerely,

Dana L. Gibson
Sam Houston State University Alma Mater

Hail to Sam Houston,
School we love best,
Mighty in battle,
True to the test.
Bearkats so loyal,
Ever we'll be.
Orange and white will lead
Us to victory!

Hail, Alma Mater
Hats off to you,
Ever you'll find us
Loyal and true;
Firm and undaunted,
Ever we'll be,
Here's to the school we love
Here's a toast to thee.

(First verse by Allen R. Hightower III, sung at August 9, 2003 commencement by composer: second verse, anonymous.)
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YOLANDA E. GREEN
COMMUNITY PIONEER, CHILDREN’S ADVOCATE, SEASONED PUBLIC SPEAKER AND EMMY NOMINATED TELEVISION PERSONALITY

Yolanda Green is a community pioneer, children’s advocate, seasoned public speaker, and Emmy nominated television personality. Ms. Green is currently the Manager of Community Investment for Comcast Houston where she is responsible for all the company’s philanthropic efforts in Houston and the surrounding area.

In her former capacity as Community Relations Director with K2AH-TV (CW39), Ms. Green spearheaded activities for the CW39 Cares for Kids Fund, facilitating the distribution of more than nine million dollars to local non-profit agencies.

In 2000, Ms. Green took a bold step to address the growing need for adoption in Houston and Harris County, becoming the driving force behind a comprehensive broadcast Public Service Campaign, which allowed children in foster care to be featured on Channel 39 in public service announcements. The announcements aired twenty-six times per week, fifty-two weeks per year, and resulted in more than 5,500 children finding adoptive homes.

As the host of Outlook Houston for over a decade, Ms. Green endeavored to educate and empower viewers with information on critical issues facing the Houston community with many notable guests appearing on the show such as basketball legend and successful entrepreneur Earvin “Magic” Johnson; gospel recording artist Yolanda Adams; R & B legend Gladys Knight; Houston Mayors, Bob Lanier, Lee Brown, and Bill White as well as various federal, state, and local officials or those individuals in pursuit of coveted public service positions.

Along with hosting Outlook Houston once a month, Ms. Green hosted the weekly program Going Green with Yolanda Green which worked to highlight businesses, commercial products, government programs, and local initiatives making significant strides in ensuring our communities are eco-friendly. The program garnered eight Emmy nominations in its first two years of operation. Ms. Green and her team also received numerous honors and awards for their outstanding efforts to bring environmental issues to the attention of Houston and the surrounding communities.

As a public speaker, Ms. Green shares her powerful personal journey as a teenage mother, lessons in leadership, and her vision for a stronger community one volunteer opportunity at a time. She has spoken to groups of 100 to 1000’s imparting humor and inspiration as well as issuing a call to action in the individual and collective lives of her audiences.

Ms. Green’s work in the community extends far beyond the media and includes current board service with St. Luke’s Episcopal Health Charities and Texas Executive Women. She has also served as Board President and Chairman of the largest children’s advocacy center in the United States, the Children’s Assessment Center. Her other past board memberships include AIDS Foundation Houston; Crossroads: Community Partnership for Youth; Planned Parenthood of Southeast Texas; Julia F. Thompson, Inc.; and the Ms. Wheelchair Texas Foundation. Ms. Green is also a member of the Mu Kappa Omega Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

Ms. Green received her degree in Broadcast Journalism from Sam Houston State University in Huntsville, Texas. She is the mother of one adult daughter and currently resides in a suburb of Houston where she enjoys spending time relaxing with family and friends.
Guidelines for Guests

Commencement is a significant and solemn event, the recognition of years of study. To make it more meaningful to all guests, participants are requested to avoid all unnecessary conversation and movement during the exercises.

Only the official photographer is allowed on the floor by the stage. After the graduate has crossed, guests may take pictures in the holding area adjacent to the stage.

Candidates will cross the stage as listed in the program.

Audience is asked to remain seated for processional and recessional.

As a courtesy, please refrain from using noise makers during the graduation ceremony.

The University Mace

The University Mace is symbolic of the authority of the Board of Regents, the Texas State University System, and the Office of the President of Sam Houston State University. The mace, used in academic convocations, is carried by the senior tenured faculty member of the University. The initial use of the University Mace at Sam Houston State University was on the occasion of the summer commencement on August 20, 1988.

The walnut staff is bound in brass and has a hexagonal head with inlays of pecan denoting the state tree and recessed brass medallions cast with designs for General Sam Houston, Austin Hall, Old Main, Bearkats, and the completion date of the mace. The walnut holder base or stall is six-sided to match the mace head.

The crown of the mace is a circular casting bearing the name of the University and the date of establishment, 1879. The center of the circle contains the state emblem, the lone star. Below the crown, the names of past University presidents and the dates of service are engraved on a brass collar.

The University Mace was designed and handcrafted by the late Charles R. Jedlicka, Associate Professor of Industrial Technology, who retired in 1989.
The gonfalon, a flag that hangs from a crosspiece or frame, originated in the medieval republics of Italy as an ensign of state or office. Gonfalons have been adopted in many universities around the world as college or institutional insignias. The six gonfalons displayed represent the six colleges of Sam Houston State University. The initial use of gonfalons at Sam Houston State University was on the occasion of the spring commencement on May 7, 1988.

**College of Business Administration**
The globe represents the international economy and the development of international trade and exchange. The handshake represents the human commitment to teamwork, leadership, diversity, and ethical business practices. The bar and line graphs represent the financial markets and the use of data in the pursuit of quality, efficiency and effectiveness.

**College of Criminal Justice**
The seal of the College of Criminal Justice includes a scale encircled by an oak bough and an olive branch. The scale represents the spirit of the Latin proverb, Jus est ars boni et aequi, Justice the art of the good and fair. The oak bough with 16 leaves symbolizes strength while the olive branch with 20 leaves represents peace. The number of leaves recalls the year, 1620, when the pilgrims signed the Mayflower Compact, the first American political document, whose purpose was to preserve order by means of the principle of rule of law.

**College of Education**
The departments in the College of Education are represented by the open book and the lamp of knowledge, which embody the value of literacy and education. The sage green represents the Department of Health and Kinesiology. The yellow represents Library Science. The royal blue at the bottom represents the Ph.D. degree. The light blue at the top signifies the Ed.D. degree, and is the hood color for education in general.

**College of Fine Arts and Mass Communication**
The hands hold and present the flame of human creativity. The blue radiant circle represents the dissemination of creative endeavor to the world at large. In these images the important meaning-making functions of the Fine Arts — Visual Art, Music, Theatre and Dance — are merged with the many modes of communication that are studied and practiced in the field of mass communication.

**College of Humanities and Social Sciences**
The College of Humanities and Social Sciences’ gonfalon symbolizes that life is shaped by learning, communications, and the human social experience. The quill connotes the importance of creative endeavors to human existence while the ruler along the rooftops illustrates a concern with the scientific method. The arched lines represent communication and its wide-reaching effects, hovering over the home, which emphasizes the importance of human bonds and of the family’s formative role for the individual. Overlooking all of the other symbols are four face profiles representing the celebration of the diversity that strengthens each of the disciplines within the college.

**College of Sciences**
The three columns represent the concept of civilization based on a knowledge of the sciences, humanities, and arts. The purple triangles around the edge represent the disciplines taught in the College of Sciences. The stepped levels represent the bachelor and master’s degree programs offered by the College of Sciences.

The academic costume worn at official functions today originated in the universities of the Middle Ages, when a warm gown and hood were useful for scholar and cleric in unheated buildings. By modern times, the growth in the number of universities caused a great deal of confusion in academic regalia and in 1894-95, a commission brought some order into the chaos. The American Council on Education subsequently effected more improvements in 1959-60. The mortarboard cap, which generally prevails in the United States, originated at Oxford. Cambridge, European universities, and some Latin American universities use other types of caps, which are of course legitimate for wear in any American processional when the individual holds his degree from one of these institutions.

Gowns are generally black, although some few universities depart from this practice. The bachelor’s gown is simple, with long pointed sleeves. The master’s gown will have either long sleeves with narrow wrist opening or long sleeves with the hand emerging from the sleeve at about elbow length. The doctor’s gown is fullest in cut; it has velvet panels down the front and around the neck, as well as three bars of the same material on the bell-shaped sleeves. The hood indicates the level of the degree, the faculty in which it was given and the institution that granted it. Degree level is indicated by length: the master’s hood is three and a half feet long and the doctor’s hood is four feet long. The velvet trim on the exposed edge of the hood is three inches wide for the master’s degree and five inches wide for the doctor’s degree. The color of the trim indicates the field of study. A color, or color pattern, between the trim indicates the university granting the degree.
Special recognition at graduation is provided to undergraduate students who compile outstanding academic records. Those graduates who have achieved undergraduate academic excellence at Sam Houston State University receive a gold cord at graduation to reflect this achievement plus an appropriate notation on their academic transcript. The gold cord indicates one of the following academic achievements: Summa Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude, Cum Laude, With Academic Distinction, Alpha Chi, and Honors Program. (See NOTE below.)

Degrees conferred Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude, and Summa Cum Laude reflect an outstanding Sam Houston State University grade point average with a minimum of sixty semester hours earned in residence (resident classroom instruction). The distinction and corresponding grade point averages are: Cum Laude — 3.50 to 3.66; Magna Cum Laude — 3.67 to 3.85; Summa Cum Laude — 3.86 to 4.00.

The Department Academic Distinction Program is an individualized learning experience available to outstanding students at Sam Houston State University.

An Academic Distinction Program project provides qualified students with a comprehensive introduction to meaningful research under the guidance of a designated faculty advisor. Alpha Chi, a national honor society organized to recognize and promote scholastic excellence, is open to all University seniors who accepted membership and have achieved a 3.6 or higher grade point average on all college-level course work.

Participation in the Honors College at Sam Houston State University is based on a competitive process selection and provides outstanding academic opportunities and distinct undergraduate college experiences. Upon successful completion of the requirements of the Honors College — twenty-four semester hours of Honors courses and two special seminars — the student's academic transcript will indicate graduation “With Honors” and the student may wear an Honors medallion with academic regalia. To be designated as having graduated “With Highest Honors” the student must also successfully complete a senior project involving original research and/or an effort of creative expression.

NOTE: Semester credit hours earned in correspondence courses are not considered “resident classroom instruction” hours and are not used in determining the minimum semester credit hour requirement for academic honors: Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude, Summa Cum Laude, Dean's List, and President's Honor Roll. However, the semester credit hours and grade points earned for correspondence courses are included in the calculation of the overall grade point average.
Reflections of Sam Houston

Although Texas escaped much of the destruction wreaked on the rest of the Confederacy during the Civil War, its public school system remained badly underdeveloped, and education reformers expressed anxiety about illiteracy rates among former slaves as well as among poor whites. In 1878-1879, with the political tumult of Reconstruction subsiding, a representative of the Peabody Education Fund visited Texas hoping to convince the state legislature to establish a public institution to train school teachers. George Peabody, a wealthy cotton broker and banker, had endowed the philanthropy with money and a mission to “encourage the intellectual, moral, and industrial education of the destitute children of the Southern States.” The fund offered to help subsidize a state-controlled teacher training institution, and in 1879, the state legislature acted upon the suggestion, establishing in Walker County the Sam Houston Normal Institute, named after Sam Houston, the hero of the Battle of San Jacinto and first president of the Republic of Texas, who had called Huntsville his home. The institute moved into buildings abandoned by Austin College, which had relocated to Sherman, Texas, three years earlier.

The state legislature offered free tuition, laundry, room, and board to select students willing to become public school teachers after graduation. They promised to teach one year for each year of assistance received. Under the direction of Principal Bernard Mellon, who reported to the state board of education, the Sam Houston Normal Institute opened on October 10, 1879, with a curriculum composed of professional and pedagogic courses.

Students were admitted on the basis of competitive examinations and hailed from each senatorial district in the state. The first commencement of May 1880 included thirty-seven graduates followed by fifty-five graduates in 1881. Enrollment continued to increase steadily and in 1923 reached a total of 1,089 students taught by fifty-six faculty members.

Consistent with educational values emerging in the United States during the Progressive Era, the Sam Houston curriculum expanded in 1909 beyond teacher education to include home economics, industrial training, and vocational agriculture. In 1911, the state legislature established a board of regents to govern the Sam Houston Normal Institute and authorized a four-year curriculum leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree. The first B.A. degree was conferred in 1919. Taking into account the more diverse curriculum and broader role and scope, the board of regents in 1923 christened the institution Sam Houston State Teacher’s College, although at the time none of the faculty had earned the Ph.D. degree. During the next five years, President H. F. Estill hired four new faculty members with doctoral degrees.

In 1935, Sam Houston further transcended its teacher training mission. The board of regents had authorized bachelor’s degrees in business administration, and the first graduates received diplomas in the spring of 1937. The bicentennial of Texas independence in 1936 had also occasioned establishment of the Sam Houston Memorial Museum as an affiliate of Sam Houston State Teacher’s College, and the board of regents had authorized a graduate program, which produced three Master of Arts degrees in 1937. Sam Houston’s president, Charles N. Shaver, then directed that the curriculum also needed to be expanded to accommodate the needs of students interested in pursuing postgraduate training in law, dentistry, and medicine, and in 1938-1939, he added advanced undergraduate courses in biology, chemistry, physics, English, government, and history. In the fall of 1938, Sam Houston enrolled 1,112 students.

Enrollment took a hit in 1942, however, when World War II drew so many young men and women into the military and defense industries. In the fall semester of 1942, less than a year after the bombing of Pearl Harbor, total student enrollment at Sam Houston had plunged to 786 students. Following the war’s conclusion Congress passed the G.I. Bill in 1946, making it financially easier for veterans to enroll in college. As a result student numbers climbed and Sam Houston enrolled more than 1,100 students that year.

Worried about housing so many new students, Sam Houston acquired 837 acres of land formerly used as a prisoner-of-war camp for German POW’s, “Country Campus,” as it became known, was located about ten miles north of Huntsville on Highway 19. Two years later, enrollment reached 2,410 students, of whom more than 1,000 were veterans. The faculty consisted of fifty men and women.

In 1950, Harmon Lowman, who had been Sam Houston’s president since 1946, negotiated a deal to acquire a used, 1,075-ton refrigeration system. Installation of the unit and construction of the duct work necessary to make it operational consumed several years, but the project’s completion rendered Sam Houston the first and only fully air-conditioned college in the United States. Summer school enrollment immediately increased; however, the outbreak of the Korean War in 1950 slowed enrollment once again, and in 1952, Sam Houston began to sponsor a Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) unit. Because ROTC was mandatory, more than half of all male students were active in the program, which helped set the tone for campus social life. The broadening of Sam Houston’s mission also produced changes in the profile of college graduates. In 1960, more than one quarter of Sam Houston students majored in fields other than teacher education.

In 1964-1965, Sam Houston State Teacher’s College experienced three changes that would significantly reshape its future reputation. President Arleigh A. Cummins, who had succeeded Harmon Lowman in 1964, added research to faculty responsibilities; 259 people now had the charge to teaching and to produce new knowledge. Additionally, in response to the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Sam Houston ended its eighty-three year-old policy of denying admission to African Americans. John Patrick, valedictorian of Huntsville’s Sam Houston High School, subsequently matriculated as Sam Houston’s first African-American student. Furthermore, the state legislature established on campus the Institute of Contemporary Corrections and Behavioral Sciences, whose criminal justice program was destined to generate national recognition.

During the next four decades, under the leadership of Presidents Elliott T. Bowes, Martin J. Antin, Bobby K. Marks, and James F. Gaertner, Sam Houston State University continued to grow — in size, mission, and reputation. By the fall of 2010, when Dr. Dana Gibson inherited the mantle of the president’s office, the university offered to its 17,200 plus students a total of seventy-nine undergraduate degree programs, fifty-four master’s degree programs, and doctoral programs in Criminal Justice, Educational Leadership, Counselor Education, Clinical Psychology, and Reading. The university had become, in the words of CBS News anchor Dan Rather, its most well-known alumnus, a gem in Texas higher education.

“For all the changes, for all the expansion of infrastructure, mission, and educational ambition,” Rather said, “people have been Sam Houston’s constant. The names and faces change, but the spirit they have brought to and taken away from Huntsville, Texas remains the same. People are Sam Houston’s strength, and so long as that is true, the college I know and the institution we all aspire to will be, in the ways that matter most, one and the same.”

Old Main building in 1895.
Congratulations. The faculty and staff of the College of Business Administration are proud of you and are pleased to welcome you to the family of Bearkat alumni. We are confident that the knowledge and skill sets you have acquired will serve you well in your future endeavors. Just as important, the personal traits that contributed to your success at Sam Houston State University will continue to play a prominent role in your life. Your ability to learn, your work ethic, your willingness to be a productive member of a team, your acceptance of constructive criticism, and your communication and interpersonal skills will serve as a solid foundation for a successful career.

Today's commencement marks the end of one journey and the beginning of another. As you pursue your professional dreams, please remember to seek a balance in your life and pursue excellence. The pursuit of excellence will provide you with many opportunities to position yourself to help your family, friends, and society as well as gain financial independence.

Sam Houston is a great name in education and we are proud that you have joined the thousands of quality graduates who are now fulfilling their dreams. Please stay in contact with us and the many friends you have made during your time at SHSU. The faculty and staff of the College of Business Administration congratulate you on this significant milestone.

Dr. Mitchell J. Muehsam, Dean
College of Criminal Justice

Dr. Vincent J. Webb, Dean

Congratulations. Today is a day you will always remember. I salute you and recognize you for your efforts that led to achieving this important milestone.

You have been born into an age of extraordinary possibilities, and you hold the key to a bright future with the use of your many talents and capabilities. This is not to say that your lives will always be easy — even the most successful people struggle at times. Please take comfort in the fact that professionally there is no single path to success, but there are many paths and I am confident that you will find the one that serves you best.

Whatever career path you choose or wherever your career leads you I hope you will always seek to gain knowledge, for as the “old adage” says — knowledge is power. And, to quote Benjamin Franklin, “An investment in knowledge always pays the best interest.”

I also want to thank your parents, friends, relatives, and loved ones who have been there for you as you have worked toward this achievement.

As you transition into the next phase of your life, I wish you happiness and success in all your future endeavors. I hope the College of Criminal Justice remains an important part of your lives.

Dr. Vincent J. Webb, Dean
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Judy Cardenas, BA
Charles L. Cadenhead, BS
Kirk C. Bundy, BA
Ethan Elliott Buckles, BA
Charles Ryan Broussard, BA
Erin Marie Brodak, BS
Rajveer Kaur Boyal, BS
LaJoyce Michelle Bowie, BS
Brittney Nicole Booker, BS
John Thomas Bober, BS
Tammye Lashelle Blocker, BS
Aryelle Veronica Bertoni, BS
Steven D. Begnaud, BS
Andrew Michael Barfield, BA
Christian Deon Barefield, BS
Kyrin Jamaal Banks, BS
Jeremy Lee Baggs, BS
Angelia Patrice Bacon, BS
Cody James Armstrong, BS
Yvonne Elaine Abner, BS
Bachelor Degree Candidates

Gary Lane Tittle, MS
Ana Patricia Swaminathan, MS
Yvonne Elaine Stanley, MS
Thomas Orlan Reynolds, MS
Christopher Morris Petrovski, MS
Charles Ryan Pate, BS
Derrick Patrick Pate, BS
Whitney Marie Pace, BS
Christine Domezzi Pate, BS
Diana Patricia Flores, BA
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Gary Lane Tittle, MS
Ana Patricia Swaminathan, MS
Yvonne Elaine Stanley, MS
Christopher Morris Petrovski, BS
Charles Ryan Pate, BS
Derrick Patrick Pate, BS
Whitney Marie Pace, BS
Christine Domezzi Pate, BS
Diana Patricia Flores, BA

Carroll Research Candidate

Ashley Janell Abner, BS
Denise Michelle Acosta, BA
Travis Paul Allen, BS
Ange Joel Amani, BA
Regan Thomas Anderson, BS
Devon Charles Andy, BA
Tasha Nicole Arevalo, BA
Cody James Armstrong, BS
Phillip Michael Atkins, BS
Angelia Patrice Bacon, BS
Jerey Lee Baggs, BS
Kynna Jamaal Banks, BS
Christian Deon Barefield, BS
Andew Michael Barfield, BA
Steven D. Begnaud, BS
Ashley Janell Abner, BS

Ruthelie Degree Candidates

In 1937, first lady Eleanor Roosevelt addressed the student body.

Teddy Marshall Lewis, BS
Cynthia Ann Lude, BS
Joseph D. Luna, BA
Judith Mares, BS
Kenneth Ray Martin Jr., BA
Eva Danit Martinez, BA
Mark Anthony Martinez Jr., BS
Chima Edmund Mbasu, BS
Emmanuel A. Mbaika, BA
James Patrick Mc Cann III, BA
Ashley Renee Mc Kelvey, BS
Thomas Howard Meadows Jr., BS
Jo Anna Mendoza, BA
Keyera Marie Milburn, BA
Lauren Ashley Morales, BS
Daniel Lee Meordland, BA
Manuel Alexander Moreno, BA
Alicia Michelle Morgan, BS
Uganna Austin Ogbonna, BA
Kristal Nicole Ouelhle, BS
Megan Adrian Oliphant, BS
Shawn C. Overstreet, BS
Morgan Elliot Pack, BA
Shawn C. Overstreet, BS
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Sam Houston State University is known for a diverse student body and friendly atmosphere.

Shantrall Monique White, BA
Jessie Jan Wilkes, BS
Trey Jared Williams, BA
Chase Everett Williams, BS
Emilie C. Williams, BS
Allie Kaye Wilson, BS
Stacy-Ann Shauna-Kay Wilson, BS
Nate Neil Wong, BS
Christopher Ryan Woolcock, BA
Abhin Maurice Zand, BA
Emily R. Zautzhofer, BA
Jon-Paul Zeitouni, BS
Kyle Antone Zink, BS

Felicia Leann Taylor, BS
LeAndra Gene Taylor, BS
Roland Douglas Taylor Jr., BS
DaNisha Raechelle Thomas, BS
Andrew Nicholas Thompson, BS
Shae Leigh Thurman, BS
Jasmine Nicole Trimble, BS
Britney James Turner, BA
Cale Benton Udy, BS
Autumn Melody Van Camp, BS
Sergio V. Vasquez, BS
Cassondra Lea Vickers, BS
Zelma Denise Videint, BS
Lier Villeareal, BS
Elia Viramontes, BS
Jamie Michelle Walker, BS
Britney S. Washington, BA
Lindsay Nicole Waychoff, BS
Phillip Brandon Wheeler, BS
Ashley Janell Abner, BS
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The administration, faculty, and staff of the College of Education share in your joy and pride at the completion of your bachelors, masters, or doctoral degree. We recognize that the accomplishment of this milestone required commitment and discipline and that, in most cases, not only you, but also your family, have made great sacrifices along the way. Congratulations on a job well done, and thank you for allowing us to be a part of your success.

We commend you on choosing a helping profession. “Responding to the needs of others” is one of the core values of the College of Education and one that is representative of the career you have chosen. The countless hours you spent in volunteer community outreach efforts and service during your time at SHSU are a testament to your commitment to that core value. We sincerely hope this commitment continues to characterize your life, as well as your profession.

John Adams, the second president of the United States, pointed out that “There are two types of education. One should teach this commitment continues to characterize your life, as well as your profession. The countless hours you spent in volunteer community service. That, in most cases, not only you, but also your family, have made great sacrifices along the way. Congratulations on a job well done, and thank you for allowing us to be a part of your success.
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The Lowman Student Center in 1964.

College of Education

Lucia Wright-Nguyen, MED
Demetruis Lanell Wilson, MED
Irhene Danielle Williams, MED
Teresa Bennett Weekley, MED
Cory Allen Walters, MED
Esperanza Guadalupe Trevino, MED
Dustin L. Broom, BS
Trisha Lynn Brittain, BS
Robert Michael Brashear, BS
Nathan Edward Boone, BS
Johne Danielle Williams, MED
Demetruis Lanell Wilson, MED
Jennifer Lynn Witte, MED
Lucia Wright-Nguyen, MED

Bachelor Degree Candidates

Corey F. Allmond, BS
Kristen Leigh Anderson, BS
Blair Catherine Armstrong, BS
Courtney Arlene Armann, BS
James Nathan Aston, BS
Candie Bergen Austin, BS
Flora L. Baker, BA
Kelli Didonio, BS
Adam Kyle Deming, BS
Jamie Renee Deron, BS
Anthony Richard Dickson, BS
Chandra Everette Dickson, BS
Travis D. Dirk, BS
Carson Frances Drake, BS
Megan Leigh Duncan, BS
Laura Elizabeth Eben, BS
Brian Ray Eberly, BS
Laurie Ellen Ebers, BS
Sarah Elizabeth Eford, BS
Lauren Ehrhardt, BS
Lindsay Adaire Elliott, BS
Lori Jo Emery, BS
Megan Elizabeth Ensninger, BS
Nadine Lynn Ergian, BS
Katie Renee’ Fischer, BS
Michelle Lynn Folk, BS
Natalie Paige Foreman, BS
Jonathan Tronco Francis, BS
Staci Ann Frye, BS
Angela Marie Galena, BS
Nicole Marie Gamble, BS
Ashley Lane Garner, BS
Evelyn Garza, BA
Melissa Nicole Glass, BA
David Gonzalez Jr., BS
Austin N. Goeman, BS
Veronica Beatrice Graham, BS
Whitney Cynthia Graves, BS

Kali Ann Guidry, BS
Sarah Jean Guinn, BS
Rhett Garrett Jr., BS
Charlene Nakiti Hampton, BS
Kyley Amber Hampton, BS
Lauren Elizabeth Harlow, BS
Ausha Talea Hartley, BS
Daryl Glenn Hayes II, BS
Katelyn Joy Herald, BS
Isabel Hernandez, BS
Michelle Joan Hernandez, BS
Kacie Hillin, BS
Kimberly Andrea Hindman, BS
Ryan John Hoehl, BS
Alexandra Devan Hurst, BS
Stephanie Ruth Hurst, BS
Charles Ray Jackson, BS
Jameson Wade Jennings, BS
Amanda Marie Johnson, BS
Jessica Aires Jones, BS
Sheena Cnar Jones, BS
Kristine Jeanne Keith, BS
Sarah Elise Kleb, BS
Kendra Nicole Krause, BS
Patrick Kyle Krogert, BS
Susan Kuehn, BS
Theresa M. Kuehn, BS
Ashley Nicole Kutac, BS
Kiley Rae Kutac, BS
Jessica Brooke Laird, BS
Zane M. Laker, BS
Huong Thu-Thi Le, BS
Allison Katherine Loewen, BS
Yvette Lopez, BS
Mayra R. Lopez, BS
Olivia Grace Lopez, BS
Sarah Kathleen Lowery, BS
Tonya Lea Ludkele, BS
Kristal Renee Luna DeLeon, BS
Stephanie Lynn Maldonado, BS
Ethan Kyle Mason, BS
Rachel Annette Matrice, BS
Alyson Nicole Martin, BS
Brinny Michelle Martin, BS
Jessica Nicole Martin, BS
James R. Martinez, BS
Rebekah J. Mason, BS
Virginia Elizabeth Mawdsley, BS
Holly Colleen McAdams, BS
LaTrisha ReShea McBride, BS
Melissa Duray McCoy, BS
Brian Michael McCurdy, BS
Michelle Maria McHaffey, BS
Amanda Danielle McHaney, BS
Alaina Michelle McInturff, BS
Nicole N. McMillian, BS
Roger Dale McNeil Jr., BS
Crystal Nicole Meadows, BS
Veronica Medrano, BS
Ashley Marie Meyer, BS
Mark Phillip Migues, BS
Christina Moceano, BS
Samuel Monte Jr., BS
Wesston Carl Moore, BS
DeVeluan J. Morgenstern, BS
Amanda Renee Moxham, BS
Shannon Lee Murchison, BS
Maronda Marteen Narcisse, BS
Hadley Elizabeth Nash, BS
Amber R. Navarre, BS
Rachel Lauren Neathery, BS
Lauren Marie Novosad, BS
Dianna Dee Oliver, BS
Haley M. Oliver, BS
Danielle Maria Oromes, BS
Christi Ann Park, BS
Andrea Pikas, BS
James Brett Pitts, BS
Ashley Nicole Plum, BS
Jeffrey Duane Pratt Jr., BS
Crystal Marie Radabough, BS
Madison Leann Rancatore, BS
Scott Tyler Reagan, BS
Sara Charline Reaves, BS
Catherine Diane Reed, BS
Baltazar Reyes, BS
Richard Wayne Reynolds, BS
Amber Kay Roberts, BS
Rebecca A. Rodgers, BS
Janice M. Rodriguez-Morales, BS
Connie J. Rodolfo, BS
Tylor Dale Rowlett, BS
Alison Rene Russell, BS
Thalia A. Saraz, BS
Melody Christine Saltader, BS
Caroline A. Sanford, BS
Krystal Rener Schiel, BS
DeAnna Michelle Schlebach, BS
Casandra Ann Schmidt, BS
Brooke Leigh Serpas, BS
Carolina Seyer, BS
Lauren Carroll Sharp, BS
Humairah Jahan Siddiqui, BS
Timothy M. Sieska, BS
Kymazeski Sijungkri, BS
Felicia Martinez Smith, BS
Kirsten Nicole Siprits, BS
Christopher David Sprett, BS
Amy Nicole Spung, BS
John Vincent Staniski, BS
Elizabeth Lee Stuller, BS
Robert Blake Subinsky, BS
William Ovillle Surber V, BS
Catrina Elaine Talk, BS
Claudia Tamer, BS
Allison Nicole Taylor, BS
Kristin Suzanne Theriot, BS
A’Travía Mary D. Thomas, BS
Angela Parfect Thornton, BS
Ana Marie Thrallfield, BS
Ashleigh Nicole Tremblay, BS
Amanda Catharine Trennel, BS
Alejandra Fernanda Trevo, BS
Diana Renee Triplet, BS
Tiffany Anne Traxel, BS
Brittany Renee Van Winkle, BS
Laura Alicia Vanekhoven, BS
Amanda Louise Vanier, BS
Amy M. Velasquez, BS
Lindsay R. Vincent, BS
Lindsay Marie Vinyard, BS
Pearl Mary von Schmidt, BS
Lindsay Nicole Wagner, BS
Hannah Marie Ward, BS
Virginia J. Walker, BS
Rachel Jennifer Walters, BS
Brooke Nicole Warren, BS
Jeremy Jermaine Washington, BS
Jonte Marquis Washington, BS
Sean L. Waters, BS
Sarah Y. Waters, BS
Sarah Ann Weaver, BS
Cheri Yvette West, BS
Joshua Allen Wheeler, BS
Catherine Rae Williams, BS
Katherine Elizabeth Willis, BS
Cally Rae Wiesner, BS
Lakeisha Daisy Woodard, BS
Gretchen Ann Woolley, BS
Candice Lynn Worn, BS

Maria De Los Angel Sanchez, MLS
Kim Schneider, MLS
Zachary R. Schroeder, MA
Nicole Shuler, MED
Kimberly Jean Silvants, MED
Patricia F. Smith, MLS
Victor Kyle Sommers, MA
Garrett Powell Spottor, MA
DoeAnn McMahan Swansea, MA
Kelley Mae Thompson, MED
Angela Mary Topliff, MED
Espanetia Guadalupe Trevino, MED
Jessica Trujillo, MLS
Cory Allen Walters, MED
Jacob Brantley Watson, MED
Teresa Bennett Weekley, MED
Patrick Jules White, MED
Steven Robert Wilks, MA
Johne Danielle Williams, MED
Demetruis Lanell Wilson, MED
Jennifer Lynn Witte, MED
Lucia Wright-Nguyen, MED
On behalf of the faculty, staff and administration of the new College of Fine Arts and Mass Communication, it is my pleasure as the Founding Dean to offer you my sincere congratulations upon your graduation. Today is the culmination of your achievements here at Sam Houston State University, and we are proud of what you have accomplished.

The Arts and Mass Communication have a long and distinguished history at our university. You will be joining the ranks of many outstanding alumni who have preceded you, and you will set the bar for those who will follow in your footsteps. The knowledge, skills, artistry, creativity, resourcefulness and personal initiative that you have developed here will be qualities that serve you well in the future.

The Arts and the field of Mass Communication are often fraught with challenges, but also offer exciting opportunities. Explore your options. Be entrepreneurial. Enjoy the journey ahead knowing that it might not always be easy, but arts and communication can change and enrich the world.

Although I have not had the pleasure of meeting you as students, I hope to do so as you become the alumni of our new college. Please keep in touch and let us know of your endeavors. May they bring you much happiness and great success.

Sincerely,

Dr. Roberta Sloan, Dean
A SHSU tradition, graduates hold hands in celebration at the end of the commencement ceremony.

On behalf of the faculty, staff, and administration of the College of Humanities and Social Sciences, I congratulate you on your achievement.

This is a day that we know you've worked hard for and at times thought would never come. But, you've persevered. Success in life is to some extent determined by inborn ability. Yet, even more important for success is the ability to set goals and not let momentary setbacks or bumps in the road deter you from achieving your goal.

Resilience to withstand the frustrations produced by human imperfections, not letting the outside difficulties derail your march toward success, and shaking off setbacks are the cornerstones of a successful life.

Another key to a happy and successful life is to rigorously maintain your personal integrity. Being a consistently honest, moral, and principled person leads to success in every aspect of life. When your word is your bond and what you say is the same as what you believe and what you do, others know that they can trust you. Trust is the foundation of success in all interactions, in business, friendship, and relationships. Integrity leads not only to external success but also, and more importantly, to inner happiness and pride. Remember the word inside your class ring that inspired Sam Houston himself, “honor”.

We know that your families and friends are very proud of you and likely have played a significant role in supporting you in concrete or emotional ways. Because we understand that nothing is ever achieved alone, we congratulate your family and friends as they share in your success. We also want you to know how proud and happy the faculty, staff, and administration of CHSS are in being part of your success.

Educating students for success in their careers as well as their intellectual and personal lives is our mission and the source of tremendous satisfaction for all of us.

It has been said that the mission of a university is the creation of the future. You are the instruments through which we fulfill that promise. By being successful you make us successful. It’s difficult to predict your exact future accomplishments. Your careers will take many surprising and unpredictable twists and turns and your actual accomplishments will likely be very different from those that we currently envision.

But, I guarantee that this class of 2010 will accomplish great things, that you will become the leaders of the future, and that you will inspire and support the next generation to create their future.

Dr. John M. de Castro, Dean

Rebekah Elizabeth Phillips, BA
Jonathan David Philpot, BA
Brittany Ann Pires, BA
Hannah Mae Ricks, BM
Raymond Jerrod Robinzad, BFA
Carlos Alberto Salinas, BFA
Eric Anthony Schrader, BA
Heather A. Seltzer, BA
Chris Scott Sence, BFA
Krisen Alyce Sillyman, BM
Tia P. Simmons, BA
Courtney Chloe Soloman, BA
Candice Nicole Stoker, BA
Eric Neal Sullivan, BA
Cody Bryan Swiger, BFA
Jared Daniel Taylor, BFA
Micah A. Taylor, BFA
Colleen Marie Trotter, BFA
Nyseli Vega, BFA
Mariana Villarreal, BA
Ryan Keith Villarreal, BA
Victoria M. Vo, BA
Allison Wagoner, BA
Joseph Harvey Walter, BM
Jessica Deanne Walters, BFA
Steffanie Gayl Wells, BM
Victoria Benz White, BA
James Douglas Whita, BFA
Chelcie Danielle Wiest, BFA
Autumn Ardell Woods, BFA

TV news celebrity Dan Rather graduated from Sam in 1953.

Dr. John M. de Castro, Dean

Amanda L. McGorry
Dissertation Title: A Meta-Analysis of Dynamic Risk Factors for Prediction Recidivism
Dissertation Committee Chair: Dr. Marcus T. Boccaccini

Claire L. Suvragnat
Dissertation Title: Does Emotional Intelligence Influence the Relation Between Life Stress and Mental Health Problems and Criminality Among Probationers?
Dissertation Committee Chair: Dr. Jorge V. Vargas

College of Humanities and Social Sciences

Dr. John M. de Castro, Dean

The College of Humanities and Social Sciences welcomes the Class of 2010 to the university family. We hope you will enjoy the many academic and cultural opportunities available at Sam Houston State University.

The College of Humanities and Social Sciences is proud to offer a wide range of programs that will help you develop the skills and knowledge you need to succeed in today’s competitive world. Our faculty are dedicated to teaching and research and are committed to helping you achieve your goals.

We hope you will take advantage of the many opportunities available to you at Sam Houston State University. Whether you choose to pursue a degree in the arts, sciences, or social sciences, you will find a supportive and challenging environment that will help you reach your full potential.

Congratulations to all of you and best wishes for a successful future.

Dr. John M. de Castro, Dean

The College of Humanities and Social Sciences

The College of Fine Arts and Mass Communication

The College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Ardelia Mae Lee, BA
Elizabeth Nicole Konvicka, BS
Erin Elaine Knebel, BA
Don M. Kime, BS
Mindy Elizabeth Jones, BS
Katherine C. Jones, BA
Jenna Jones, BA
Lesa Georgette Johnson, BS
Stephanie Marie Jeter, BS
Ronald Paul Jenkins, BS
Breitney I. Hopper, BS
Israel Hernandez, BS
Eusebio Hernandez Jr., BA
Faryn Alise Henderson, BS
James Ray Harrison, BS
Shameeka Griffin Harvey, BA
Joseph Dwight Hauly, BA
Faryn Alise Henderson, BS
Eusebio Hernandez Jr., BA
Isaiah Hernandez, BS
Bretniey I. Hopper, BS
Vanessa L. Houston, BS
Jessica N. Jackson, BS
Ronald Paul Jenkins, BS
Stephanie Marie Jeter, BS
Valerie Lynn Jorgal, BS
Lesa Georgette Johnson, BS
Jenna Jones, BA
Katherine C. Jones, BA
Mindy Elizabeth Jones, BS
Samantha Kaye Jones, BS
Don M. Kime, BS
Erm Elaine Knebel, BS
Elizabeth Nicole Konvicka, BS
Kristin Elizabeth Kunz, BS
Lauren Renee Lampre, BA
Adam Alexander Lea, BS
Andela Mae Lee, BS
Brittney Marsha Lewis, BS
Matthew Malcolm Light, BS

In 1981, the men’s golf team won its fourth-consecutive NAIA Championship.
On behalf of the College of Sciences, I extend congratulations to you on your significant accomplishment of completing the requirements for graduation. This is a milestone in your life and an achievement in which you can always take pride.

The College of Sciences incorporates the philosophy of a liberal arts education with the training for a position in the scientific community. Thus, your education provides you with the skills of critical thinking and the understanding of diverse cultures along with the knowledge of your scientific field. You are well equipped to leave Sam Houston State University and become a valuable professional in our society. As you further your career as a scientist, mathematician, or teacher, you will take with you the knowledge, experience and history of this University. I am sure that you will use this association well and continue to enhance the reputation of our institution.

It is with great pride that the College of Sciences and Sam Houston State University confer upon you a degree. You have earned this recognition because of your hard work during your academic program. With this degree you can now enter the next stage of your life. In this endeavor I wish you success and happiness. You are now a professional representative of the College of Sciences and I am sure that our reputation is in good hands.

Dr. Jerry L. Cook, Acting Dean

Master Degree Candidates
Praveen Adasumilli, MS
Amit David Archambeault, MS
Christopher H. Boesen, MS
Richard Henry Lewis, MS
Rachana Reddy Mallipeddi, MS
Richard Stephen Tutilo, MS
Chao Sun, MS
Dennis O. Stepp, MS
Sabarinath Radhakrishnan, MS
Nikith Goud Nemuri, MS
Brice Ervin Mund, MS
Ashley Rebecca Morgan, MS
Adam John Miller, MS
Christiaan Marius Meiring, MA
Jerod Paul Martin, MS
Maureen Bernadette Feste, MA
Eric Wane Wilburn, MA
Janalyn West, MS
Christopher Lee Williams, MS

Bachelor Degree Candidates

Raben Michael Amador, BS
John Ed Anderson III, BAAS
Jason David Anderson, BS
Kristen Jaleh Aragchi, BS
Lawrence D. Archambeault III, BAAS
James Hammock Ashe, BS
West C. Ashley, BS
Amy Lynn Bates, BAAS
Lauren Malpumeeken Bazunu, BA
Alta Katharine Berry, BS
Katherine Elizabeth Birkline, BAAS
Krissi M. Blazek, BS
Cindy Botero, BS
Alton Charles Boyce, BS
Nathan Robert Boyles, BS
Brittney Louise Bradford, BS
Meghan Elyse Bratton, BS
Abby Elizabeth Brown, BS
Cory Daran Bruene, BS
Dreedra Louise Bumgarner, BS
Kevin Robert Burke, BS
Nathanial Scott Byram, BS
Chad Mitchell Campbell, BS
Trevelyn Glenderrick Canady, BS
Jeremy D. Carroll, BS
Chelsea D. Casey, BS
Michael Roy Chambers Jr., BS
Diana Fang Chen, BS
Aaron Robert Coker, BS
Elizabeth Ann Collins, BS
George Taylor Cook, BS
Corey Michael Cortez, BS
Sarah Elizabeth Cosgrove, BS
Ryan Scott Damborsky, BS
Morgan Beth Davis, BS
Randolph Glenn De La Garza, BS
Matthew Blake Godwin, BS
Reese Nathan Goebel, BS
Kenneth Wayne Goines Jr., BS
Daniela Mariana Gomez, BS
Kenneth Wayne Goines Jr., BA
Sonia Leticia Gonzalez, BS
Airavaya Gottipati, BS
Jared Keith Groppe, BS
Matthew Blake Foster, BS
Trinity Rae Hall, BS
Randall Ryan Hampton, BS
Lisa Raye Hanright, BS
Keri Ann Herzog, BS
Heath Foley, BS
Robert Bradford Formey, BS
Troy Matthew Foster, BS
Ryan James Haarmann, BS
Robert Bradford Fortney, BS
Ludwig D. Hernandez Ortiz, BAAS
Coyle Daran Brune, BS
Kasey Allee Byrum, BS
Ivy L. Bowers, BS
Elizabeth Jean Jackson, BA
Kassandre Michelle Janson, BS
Marcus Lloyd Jean, BS
Jodie Alise Jeffrey, BS
Meghan Nicole Jerez, BS
Megan Bailey Inglish, BS
Lacey K. Irie, BS
Valerie Annette Hirsch, BS
Johnathan Walter Howard, BS
Kegan Bailey Inglish, BS
Sheena Marie Walter, MS

Governor Rick Perry signing the proclamation for the 125th anniversary of SHSU.
Matthew Tarrant Kitchens, BS
Cassie Leigh Klecka, BS
Aminata Koita, BS
Lance J. Kolafa, BS
Joshua Lawrence Krenek, BS
Kyle Mark Krobot, BS
Wesley Ryan Kroll, BS
Ram Prasad Lamichhane, BS
Amber Marie Lame, BS
Amanda Rae Lanham, BS
Abigail Leal, BS
Brooke D. Lee, BS
Abby Lea Lewis, BS
Jacob Alexander Liesmann, BS
Jessica Christine Locke, BAAS
Brandon Scott Locke, BS
Brian Christopher Louden, BS
Chelsie Ryan Lynch, BS
Craig Matthew Malinowski, BFA
Jessica Nichole Markham, BS
Charles A. Marshall, BS
Brian Thomas Martin, BS
Nicholas Martinez, BS
Brianne Christine Marvin, BS
Mason Andrew Manda, BS
Michael Melissa May, BAAS
Russin Lee Maye, BS
Amanda Jane Merchant, BAAS
Thomas Charles Miller, BS
John A. Mills, BS
James Ryan Morgan, BS
Devero Angelina Morrison, BS
But-Erdene Myagmarjav, BS
Andrea Joan Nepveux, BAAS

Alexander Anthony Salinas, BS
James Michael Scott, BS
Tina Ann Scott, BS
Ashley Sequiera, BS
Leah Michelle Severin, BS
Jacob Cole Shofner, BS
Chelsea Dale Sirigaua, BS
Samantha Lynn Spears, BS
Larry Spell, BS
Sean Garrett Spretz, BS
Gregory Robert Spridows, BS
Nolan Christopher Stewart, BS
Jonathan Brian Stone, BS
Jennifer Nicole Strozier, BS
Caroline Ellen Swanson, BS
Heather Felice Swozek, BS
Gary Wayne Talent Jr., BS
Cache Wade Tankersley, BS
Brooke Ashley Taylor, BS
Ellie Marie Terry, BS
Durrell Lamar Thompson, BS
Stephanie Jo Thornton, BAAS
Scott N. Townsend, BA
Nicholas Barry Tucker, BS
Benjamin Ray Urech, BS
Justin David Vazet, BS
Nicole Renea Vajdak, BS
Heather Marie Rose Vancamp, BS
Anthony Paul Von Arx, BS
Travis John Walla, BS
Clayton Thomas Waltz, BS
Brian Lee Weaver, BS
Kelly Gene Wells, BS
Cole Bradley Westbrook, BS
Cody Ray Williams, BS
Casey Joe Zan, BS

The 2003 Bearkat Basketball Team at the NCAA Championships.

Many SHSU graduates decorate their caps with messages to family and friends.
The Alumni Association exists to serve and sustain the Sam Houston State University alumni network. Serving the best interests of our members is a top priority, and it is our hope that you find your membership worthy of continuing for years to come. Whether you become a life member or choose to renew your membership each year, you are important to the Alumni Association and the university. A strong university is the result of a strong alumni association. We need your continued support each year to ensure SHSU remains an outstanding public university.

Your ability to connect with your alumni network is your most valuable SHSU asset — right up there with your SHSU degree. Ultimately, a strong alumni network enhances the value of a SHSU degree. More than 8,000 alumni have already discovered that the best way to stay connected and show their Bearkat pride is to join the alumni association. In addition to such tangible benefits as the Kat Konnection Newsletter, lapel pin and the automobile decal, one of the primary benefits of membership is knowing that you are making a difference in the lives of students, faculty and staff here at Sam Houston State University. Each year the association provides financial support for student scholarships.

Take advantage of these benefits of Alumni Association membership:

- Invitations to special events
- Access to Career Services
- Alumni networking
- Alumni publications
- Monthly Sam e-newsletter
- Alumni Savings Connection (check: alumni.shsu.edu for discount listings)
- Regional Alumni Clubs & Special Interest Groups
  - Austin Club
  - Austin/Washington County Club
  - Bay Area Club
  - North Harris/Montgomery County Club
  - Hispanic Alumni & Friends
  - Black Alumni & Friends

To contact the SHSU Alumni Association call 800.283.7478, or online at www.alumni.shsu.edu

The Alumni Association is your Bearkat connection!

The Official Sam Houston State University Ring has been created as an everlasting symbol of our esteem for the university and our bond with each other. A committee that included students, alumni, faculty and university administration chose the design of the Official Ring in 2003. The committee's goal was to develop a distinctive design that would reflect pride in Sam Houston State University, be easily identifiable, and stand the test of time.

Cast into the inside of the ring is the word “Honor.” When Sam Houston joined the U.S. Army in 1813, Elizabeth Houston (Sam Houston’s mother) understood her son’s decision. She called Sam to her side and handed him a musket saying “never disgrace it: for remember I had rather all my sons should fill one honorable grave, than one of them should turn his back to save his life.” She told him to always remember, “while the door to my cottage is open to brave men, it is eternally shut against cowards.”

Elizabeth Houston placed a small gold band on his finger with a one-word inscription — HONOR.

The Official Ring Ceremony is held each spring. Please visit us online at alumni.shsu.edu for additional details. Participants are required to RSVP with the Office of Alumni Relations to reserve their space at least one week prior to the ceremony.
Auld Lang Syne

I
Should auld acquaintance be forgot,
And never bro’t to mind?
Should auld acquaintance be forgot,
And days of auld lang syne?

Chorus:
For auld lang syne, my dear,
For auld lang syne;
We’ll tak’ a cup o’ kindness yet,
For auld lang syne.

II
And here’s a hand, my trusty frien’,
And gie’s a hand o’ thine;
W’e’ll tak’ a cup o’ kindness yet,
For auld lang syne.

Chorus:
For auld lang syne, my dear,
For auld lang syne;
We’ll tak’ a cup o’ kindness yet,
For auld lang syne.